The internet of thing which is a prominent network for the transmission of valuable information over the internet, by tracking, computing and refining handles large scale of information as it being engaged in a wide range of application, ranging from the home to industries and government concerns. It provides with the capability of the transmitting information's over internet without the interference of the humans. Despite its potentials, the internet of the things suffer from limited storage facilities and seek the services of the cloud to assist with the storage provisions for the data that are being sensed. Though cloud is facilitated with the enormous resources of storage, the placing of the sensed data into the cloud would be energy consuming and prone to the security threats causing illegal access. So the paper proposes the multi-objective optimization technique based on the NDSGA-II to present with the optimal solutions for the energy and the security issues involved in the locating of the data into the cloud. The proposed method is validated using the network simulator-II to detail its efficiency, in terms of energy consumption, security, network longevity, and resource utilization.
ISSN: 2582-1369 (online) supported by the wireless sensor networks that act as the back bone of the IOT helping in sensing the enormous data from the internet connected tangible objects around. The limitations of the internet of things devices in terms of storage, pushes them for an external storage device to help them in storing the sensed data for the future use. The cloud seems to provide with the improved and the scalable pay as you go storage service for the internet of things as they are equipped with more resources that facilitate computing and communication along with the storage facilities.
Despite the promising nature of the cloud storage services for the internet of things, the cloud data centers that assist in the storage of the internet of things suffer from the major issues that is the energy consumption that causes more carbon emission and the security provisioning that maintains the secrecy of the particulars of the persons preventing the illegal access. The researches proceeded with the aim of providing frame work that is efficient in the conserving the energy results with the demerit of improper resource usage along with the security issues. The researches with the concept of privacy provisioning for the data located in the cloud causes enormous energy consumption that results with the reduce in the longevity of the network [3] So the placing or locating the data from IOT to the data centers of the cloud requires, procedures that are proficient in terms of energy enhancing the network longevity and secured preventing illegal access against the sensed data that stored in the data centers of the cloud.
The paper proposes a multi-objective optimization based on the usage of the resource, energy meeting all the privacy constraints of the data centers in the location of the sensed data into cloud utilizing the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm -II and validates the same with the network simulator-II to detail the efficiency and the QOS of the proposed method.
The remaining paper, explains the related works based on the locating of the sensed data into the cloud and the privacy preserving methods available in section. 2 and the proposed work that achieves the optimal solution in terms of energy and security for the locating of the sensed data into the cloud is explained in the section.3, the validation of the proposed method to evince its proficiency is proceeded in the section 4 and the conclusion detailing the summary of the work done is presented in the section.5 ISSN: 2582-1369 (online) for the cloud driven IOT services, with the challenges incurred for the research enhancement in the future involving the authentication scheme along with the available security protocols. Xu et al [3] the block chain scheme for data protection of the large-scale medical industry is proposed to avoid, the leakage in the private information reserved in the cloud computing that works for the internet of things. , Liu, et al [4] , the paper proposes the privacy of the data accumulated for an individual by maintaining in its raw state and making it unclear with the other data accumulated, to provide complete protection by making the client naïve on the information gathered. He et al [5] the paper propose the sector based random routing for the wireless-sensor networks that takes the essential part in the internet of things to put an end to the problem of the privacy in the source localization. Wang et al [6] the paper proposes the privacy scheme using the CTD and BRP method to secure the location of the source thereby reducing the energy consumption and prolonging of the network longevity in the wireless sensor networks that work for the IOT. Luceri, et al [7] the enormous data gathered in the internet of things is provided with the security model inside the network by proposing the model that is the enrolled crowd sensing model. Conti et al [8] the paper involves the discussion of the internet of things and challenges present in them and later address the available research's to tackle with the present challenges in the internet of things. Sarwar, et al [9] the paper present the survey on the IOT privacy considering including the analysis on the privacy issues in the IOT, the Challenges , the countermeasures and the deep analysis of the privacy preserving. Shen et al [10] the paper proposes a secure data uploading method for the smart home networks, since the privacy and the security are the major hindrance in the smart home systems along with the surety of the integrity of the data monitored eluding the malicious attacks that alter the data. Sastry, et al [11] the paper introduces the echo protocol for the purpose of secure location verification that never needs the synchronization, encryption/decryption and precise clocks, but can be installed only in the cheap mobile devices.
Zhou et al [12] the paper proposes the security of the wireless body networks with the efficient biometric based key agreement
Proposed Work
The data sensed by the internet of things using wireless sensor network for various wide range of application, faces inadequacy in storage due to the huge inflow of data. This could be managing by shifting the data gathered to the cloud resource that provides a substantial storage area on the on-demand basis on pay per use. But the privacy and the energy consumed in the data centers of the cloud still remains as an issue. The paper address the issue of energy consuming and privacy in the locating of the sensed data in the cloud and reducing the same using the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm. The Fig. 1 below details the process of the proposed method. The huge data sensed using the wireless sensor networks requires a perfect place to store with for the future use. So the problem of storing the data meeting the privacy constraint ( ) is along with the energy efficiency is addressed in the paper.
Problem Formulation

Fig.1 Placing Sensed Data into Cloud
The frame work to meet the multiple -objectives of the privacy constraint and the energy consumption of the placing the data into the data centers of the cloud is modelled as the graph where { } is the collection of the sensed data and the is the edge defining the multi-objective problem for all the sensed data that is the energy consumption ( ) and the privacy conflicts ( ) of the data sets.
The energy consumption of the cloud data center is modelled based on the energy consumption of the host ( ) along with the energy consumption of the virtual machines ( ) that are used or unused ( ) and
the energy consumption of the switches ( ). So the energy model for the storing of the data into the cloud is given as shown in the equation (1) (
The Privacy constraint based on the conflicts between the data set is modelled such that the conflicting or the incompatible data sets are provided with the separate location of storage (host) from the other dataset. The normal data set ( ) and incompatible data set ( ) stored in different location. The location of the incompatible data ( ) provided is computed using the following equation (2) Journal 
So the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm is utilized in identifying the optimal solution for locating of the data set with minimum energy consumption reducing and improving the security. Such that in a sensed data set with { } any set of sensed data conflict might be the or conflicting with the other data set is assigned with the separate location (host) in order to reduce the conflicting increasing the privacy as shown in the Fig.2 
Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm for Data locating of Sensed Data
The NDSGA-II is a searching algorithm that presents the non-dominated optimal solutions for the multi-objective optimization problem of the sensed data localization into the cloud. The process beginning with the initialization of the population, in this paper recommended to be the data location strategies, selection cross over and the mutation is done to identify the elite location strategy reducing the energy consumption and avoiding the privacy conflict by separating the conflicting data set into different host.
The steps involved in the process of selecting the elite data placement strategy reducing the energy and the privacy conflict is as follows.
Step 1: Initialize population with, each individual in the population representing the location scheme for the sensed data of the internet of devices.
Step 2: Evaluates for the fitness of the objectives with and Step 3: Sorts out the placement strategies based on the Non-dominated Sorting.
Step 4: The individuals sorted with the extreme values are assigned with larger distance to set them aside for the next evaluation using ∑ , Where the S is the optimal solution with the function value and l is the solution set, and 'ob' is target of the solution.
Step 5: Select the appropriate individuals in forming the new population.
Step 6: perform cross over and Mutation with the , and the
Step 7: Evaluate Fitness and
Step 8: Integrate the new and the parent population and sort the population based on the elitism.
Step 9: Select Elite individuals.
Step10: Terminate if termination criteria met.
Step11: Else GOTO Step 5
The above steps in NDSGA-II is utilized in identifying the locating schemes with minimum energy and segregating the elite location for the sensed data, reducing the conflicting between the sensed data that are gathered. Thus improving the energy consumption for the locating of the data and making it privacy aware by segregating the location of and , enhancing the security for the sensed data located in the data centers for the cloud. The fig.3 gives the flow chart of the proposed method of locating . 
Result Evaluation
The proposed method of data locating with the NDSGA-II following the fat-tree topology is simulated in the network simulator-II, for varying number of data sets, that are sensed were the sensed data sets vary from 100 to 500, in the simulation area of 1000 *1000 sq. units, and the simulation time with the 100 seconds, the proposed method utilizing the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm is compared with the previous methods of used in locating , to identify the efficiency of the proposed method. The table.1 below gives the parameters involved in the simulation.
Table. 1 Simulation Parameters
The Fig.4 below shows the energy consumption of the data centers of the cloud when engaged with the proposed method of non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm and the comparison with the previous method for varying number of data sets. The energy consumption of the proposed method in comparison with the other methods of genetic and PSO to arrive at an optimal solution is very much improved. The data placement scheme using the non-dominated genetic algorithm-II, provides with the optimized method of resource utilization, as the utilization of the resources are the key to manage the resource provision of the cloud based on the proposed method provides with the maximum resource utilization ( ), with the average resource utilization as shown in the equation (3) ∑
Where, the space occupied by the physical hosts and the is the total number of physical hosts available, the of the cloud, so the proposed method shows enhanced security by preventing the private data's from being accessed by the unauthorized persons. The Fig.7 below shows the simulation results for the security provision of the private data's from being affected by the unauthorized access by placing the conflicting data sets into a separate host. The comparison of the proposed method over the other prevailing method of data locating shows the proficiency of the proposed NDSGA-II based data locating.
Thus the proposed method using the, non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm for the data locating scheme of the sensed data, shows much improved energy and resources utilization with the security provision , by placing the and the in different hosts. The results obtained for the proposed data locating schemes based on the nondominating sorting genetic algorithm, and the other methods of data locating based on the genetic and the particle swarm optimization show that the proposed method based on the, non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm provides a better quality of service in terms of , , and network lifetime than the other methods for varying number of data sets.
Conclusion
The paper address the problem of locating the data sensed from the various application into the cloud, optimizing the energy consumption of storing the data into the cloud and elude the illegal access by, proper placement of the conflicting and the non-conflicting in the separate hosts. This process of data locating is based on the non-dominant sorting genetic algorithm-II to arrive at an optimal solution to maximize the quality of service by minimizing the energy consumption, maximizing the resource utilization and enhancing the security by protecting the privacy of the data set by storing the and the in different hosts. The further evaluation using the network simulator-II, provides with the efficiency of the proposed method of data locating compared to the prevailing methods. In future the paper is proceed with the optimization providing the optimal solution reducing the access time of the virtual machines.
